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[automated voice]

0:00:04 Barrington McIntosh: Good evening everyone and welcome, it's 114 people already 
checked in. They know what's gonna be happening tonight. Tonight is going to be an amazing 
presentation. As you know, we try to bring you only the best and that's no different tonight. Now we
have Abe on and he will be talking about bundling, and how effective bundling can be. So we're just
gonna give another minute or so for people to file in while we do our introductions but thank you 
guys so much for joining us. And just, in the chat box just let us know where you're checking in 
from and if you're hearing all of us okay. Everybody's gonna go ahead and do their announcement 
but I just wanna make sure that you guys are hearing us okay because it is critical that you listen 
carefully tonight. And not only listen, we want you to run and take action on these points and stay 
right on through the end of this webinar. It's gonna be difficult to break away from this webinar. 
Also, it will be recorded, so if you're listening to this record you can hear the excitement in my 
voices and that's how the whole presentation is going to be. This is just amazing. It's something that 
we have to get up out of our seats. This is standing ovation stuff.

[chuckle]

0:01:11 BM: Mike, Lance what's going on? 

[laughter]

0:01:14 Speaker 2: I'm telling you man, when I heard that Abe was coming on tonight, I got so 
excited that the colored part of my eye, the one that's usually white, that turned color and the other 
[chuckle] part of the eye turned white. They just reversed themselves because I got so excited about 
Abe coming on. This guy is so incredible. I met him last year in the Q4 sessions and he is just so... 
He doesn't do what the normal person does. He's so creative, he bundles things. He finds the top. I 
don't even wanna take away his thunder, 'cause he's got so much to talk about tonight. When Barry 
talked about him coming on I said, "This is the new master." Forgot all my webinars, this is the king
right here.

[laughter]

0:01:56 BM: Steven is on with us. Abe, thank you so much for taking the time to come on. We 
really appreciate this. We just wanted to... Everybody should be on. We have 138 and it's gonna 
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climb because people, I'm just gonna go ahead and make another announcement in the WhatsApp 
groups. So we're gonna jump on... Thank you so much for coming on and you can jump right in to 
your presentation.

0:02:16 Speaker 3: Great, thanks Barrington, Lance, Steven, I appreciate you guys having me on 
tonight and that's exactly it. So I'm gonna talk about bundling tactics tonight. And this isn't gonna be
your typical bundling intro. I'll talk about some beginner strategies but this is all gonna be 
actionable stuff. I'm not gonna be talking about Amazon rules or anything like that. It's just gonna 
be actionable intel you can use right away. So let's get started here. Okay. So webinar goals, so I'm 
gonna give a brief overview and introduction. I'm gonna go through that pretty quickly. I'm gonna 
give you actionable intel you can use right now. For new and seasoned sellers. So if you're new to 
bundling you'll be able to take some of these tips and use them right away.

0:03:11 S3: If you've been doing this for a while you may learn something with some of these new 
tactics. So I'll show you some examples of bundles I did last year that work well. I'll show you some
bundling strategies for Q4 which you could do right now. And strategy you could use all year long. 
I'll show you how to research your bundles. I'll show you ways to increase sales. Things like 
optimizing your listing, promotions, things like that. I'll show you how to create copy proof 
exclusive bundles and I'll show you some ways to use some exclusive tactics, so no one's gonna be 
able to jump on your bundles and you'll be able to sell them for much longer. So I'll show you 
some...

0:03:55 BM: One thing quickly we wanted to just check in. Is everybody hearing Abe okay? This is
such an important webinar. We don't want you to miss anything because of any glitches or anything.
Can we get a check in at the chat box? Just let me know if you're hearing him okay. This is 
important guys, so give me a check in at the chat box. Hi Patty...

0:04:13 S3: Are you guys hearing me okay? 

0:04:15 BM: Good to go, okay. Good to go. We just wanna make sure the audience is hearing you 
well. So good to go, good to go. We get a little glitch here and there but yeah, good to go. So take it 
right away man.

0:04:25 S3: Okay. Okay, great. So just getting to the end of this here. I'm gonna show you some 
advanced tactics and tools, some of the tools that I use every single day. And yes, some of these 
tools cost money. But what I need to say about tools is that if you use them in a specific way for 
your business, that money pays for itself every single day. So I don't want you to worry about the 
cost of some of these tools that I'm gonna show you. And I'm gonna show you a lot of free tools as 
well that you could use and do the same thing. But some of the more costly tools, they just do things
a lot faster. And then I'm gonna show you some free gifts that I'm gonna give you. I have some 
bundling templates for you guys and some, a PDF tutorial and I'll have to explain what that is later 
'cause we have to get in to this. So real quick I'm gonna go through my story. So this is my son 
Evan, and this would be my why, this is why I do everything that I do. It's just me and him and we 
have a blast doing this business and even he right now is selling used Legos on eBay at seven years 
old, so we're just doing everything that we can to try and live this life of freedom online.

0:05:47 S3: So that wasn't always the case. When I was about 25 years old I started a construction 
company doing flooring, and this is a picture of me when I was about 30, and all day long I installed
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carpet and flooring and eventually needed some knee surgeries [chuckle] and, that was the first 
thing that I said, "Okay, I need to start looking for something else to do." So about three years ago, 
we built the company up into a large commercial company doing huge projects and this picture was 
taken on a Sunday night at 11 o'clock at night. And as you can see right there, there's a little chair, 
that's what I used to have to sit on so I could avoid putting my knees on the ground. And this was 
right before my second surgery. But I snapped this picture that night and this is about the moment I 
just about had it working in construction. So, what I did is I just formulated a plan and I stepped 
away from the business and put a few of my best guys in charge and 2015 was the first full year that
I did not touch any sort of flooring material. I didn't answer a phone call, and this is me and Evan 
starting our Amazon business, from home, my office. And...

0:07:18 BM: Sorry, just quickly, real quickly Abe. I just want to jump in here. Because so many 
people can relate to where you were before and the now. Because once you figure out your reason, 
"Why am I doing this? Is it my family? Is it to take care of my mother? Why am I doing this 
business?" And then you focus on that and as you said, you set actionable goals. I really had to 
highlight that point because this is not something that you just get up and it's disorganized and you 
just run here, you set goals. Don't worry about, "Oh, man! I see people posting $10,000 months on 
Amazon and I'm only doing 500 a month," don't worry about that. You set actionable goals and you 
will be surprised, when you put the hard work in, you'll be surprised at what happens. I'm saying 
this coming from an island because I didn't think this was possible. I've never think this was 
possible. When I saw the numbers start climbing after setting the goals, it was just like, "Wow, this 
is unreal." So, I'm really glad you brought those two points out.

0:08:17 S2: Yeah, I just remember some of our first conversations and you were sitting in that chair
right there and you were so excited. I remember seeing all the toys in the background and I 
remember thinking to myself, "Man, he hasn't seen anything yet." And here as we speak a year later,
just what you've done with your business and how you've doubled, tripled and just think so 
creatively as opposed to people that just do the same thing and they follow the pack. So. Man, it's 
cool to have you here a year later and to see these pictures really excites us.

0:08:51 S3: Oh, yeah. Yeah, absolutely. And that's the other thing too is I still have that construction
company and it still runs really well.

0:08:58 S2: Awesome.

0:08:58 S3: But, I never have to pick up... It basically supports my life while I'm able to pick and 
choose a nice little lane on Amazon and trying new things and be different and work outside the 
box. So, that 10-year business that I started that's still going, allows me to do a lot of extra things 
that maybe I wouldn't be able to do if I had not made that move. So...

0:09:24 S2: And the cool part Abe is, I know you're probably gonna get into this. I don't wanna take
anything away from your presentation.

0:09:28 S3: Sure sure. No no, go ahead.

0:09:30 S2: But the cool thing is what you're doing in your business works with Amazon, too, with 
some of the stuff you sell. So, that's one of the things I really like.
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0:09:38 S3: Yeah, if you can this picture here, it's all tools. So, that's the first thing I started selling 
was tools. Because that's what I knew and then that's what I could relate to. It's just a simple move 
you're ready to get into.

0:09:53 BM: Great point. Great point.

0:09:56 S3: Yeah. So, I'm just gonna get into bundling a little bit. So, that's my story. Now, why 
bundles? Okay, so exclusivity, higher margins, you can avoid the race to the bottom that is so hard 
to deal with in arbitrage. You have flexibility, it's not just cut and dry, it's not just bundling two 
items, there's so much that you could do to just increase your sales and be in total control of... And 
you'll see what I mean as I get into this. And it's repeatable; I have a systematic repeatable process 
that I do every single time I launch a bundle. It's the same process every time. I start with research, I
find a product, I launch the product, then I optimize, promote, and I'll get into all those steps in a 
little bit. So, this is the way I look at bundling, I look at bundles as a tiered system of exclusivity. 
So, if you look at this little pyramid here, so each level is the easier to do but also it's the easiest to 
get copied. And multi-packs, putting two items together, that's gonna be the simplest form but 
anybody can create a variation on a single listing that's a two-pack, six-pack, 12-pack, everybody 
can see that and they can just put the same items together there.

0:11:23 S3: Now, bundle's a little more exclusive, it's gonna take a little more work for someone to 
copy you. But then we get into exclusive bundles, and these are bundles that you can put together 
with products that no one can copy, or it's very difficult for them to find the products to copy you. 
And above that I have promotional products. And if you don't know what a promotional product is, 
just think of something like Vistaprint. [chuckle] That's just a simple one. And I'll talk about that 
later and that kind of rolls into exclusive bundles as well because you can use promotional products 
to make your bundles extremely exclusive. And I'll show you some tricks at the end, in this 
presentation how to use promotional products in your bundles. But then there is private label the 
easy way, and my friend Ryan Reger who, pretty much, changed everything when I started doing 
private label. Super easy way using wholesale companies to launch a private label.

0:12:24 S3: And then, of course the hard private label way, I guess you could say, would be going 
to China and that's the top of the pyramid. So, what you need to get started in bundles. So you need 
a general knowledge of how to sell those products to sell on Amazon. I recommend that you are 
selling through FBA on Amazon. Amazon's gonna give you preference if you're selling through 
FBA. You should know how to create a listing or at least be familiar with that process. You're gonna
need to take pictures. You're gonna need UPC codes. I buy mine from barcodestalk.com. There are a
couple of others, but there's a lot of, a lot going around now with some UPC codes are coming up 
invalid. But, I've never had a problem from that company. You need "Do Not Separate" stickers so 
when you put your bundles together, you wanna hit them with a "Do Not Separate" sticker, so 
Amazon knows not to separate those two items. Packing materials, polybags, stretch wrap, etcetera. 
Probably have those already, and you need common sense. I'm gonna come back to common sense a
lot because it's really sometimes that simple.

0:13:44 S3: So, I want you guys to have a mindset for growth. Not only do you take action but it's 
speed of action and it's also the ability to adapt and evolve as you go through the bundling process. 
So, I mentioned that tiered process of exclusivity. You should always be looking to step it up a little 
bit and outsmart your competitors. Okay. So, repeatable process. Source. Take a picture. List your 
product. Ship it to FBA. Optimize, which can be optimized in your listing. Promote your products 
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through sponsored ads, and there are other ways. But then you refine that process, so you make each
step a little bit better each time you do it. And then, repeat. That's my simple process. That's how I 
go through bundles every time. This was my very first bundle. So, you saw that picture of me and 
you probably saw these laying on the ground. This was my very first bundled product. So, I just 
took these sold side by side on the shelf at Home Depot and I was probably selling for about three 
months when I launched this bundle. And here's just a little bit... And this is when it clicked for me 
that like, "Wow I'm really on to something here because... " [chuckle]

[laughter]

[background conversation]

0:15:14 S3: Those two products cost me about maybe $35 on the high side for both of those, and 
you could see they sold a lot in the $60 and $70 range. Probably around $70. And then they sold as 
much as $91 and you can see I just ran out of stock eventually. And Home Depot stopped selling 
them. I couldn't find them anymore and that's why I stopped selling this product. But for a long 
time, no one ever would jump on the listing. Eventually somebody did but, but I sold these for a 
while. So you could see it was probably almost a year.

0:15:53 BM: Yeah, just a quick, a point I wanted to highlight here is that Abe started with things 
that, he was in construction, he already knew about this. He was very intimate with these products 
and we always tell persons, "If you're starting out, start with stuff that you know. If you are a chef, 
you know about cooking products. You know about baking products." I mean you would know 
these things more intimately than anyone else. Start with those products because that's where you 
have great product knowledge. And then, from there when you understand the process, it's easy to 
add something else on their own.

0:16:26 S3: So, I'm just gonna show you. So, this was as well as the sales rank did. Now that's 
just... Now I was just, I was selling, I think, one of the those products singly and then I just, I don't 
know, maybe there was a race to the bottom or they weren't profitable anymore and I just bundled 
them together but this bundle went up to 35,000 rank in tools, which is a really good rank in tools. 
That's selling about five a day. Let me see here. Okay. So this... Okay. So, the next thing I started to 
do was sell Legos. My son loves to play with Legos and it just seemed... This is how my 
experimenting with bundling started because Legos was just a natural bundle for me because they 
make theme sets. So, all I started to do was bundle two superhero sets together or two city sets or 
Star Wars or whatever it was. And these were just, they're already extremely popular all year around
and I made some really good money bundling Legos for a while. So, you could see the cost of these 
two is about $329 and I sold this, I think I only just sold one of this, but I sold it for $569. So, it's 
probably $100 of profit in there somewhere.

[chuckle]

0:17:44 BM: Nice.

0:17:45 S3: So, a few of these, this was another one. I sold a bunch of these. Cost was $89, sold 
between $189 and $169 depending if I dropped my price... Maybe they didn't sell quick enough at 
$189, I dropped the price down 20 bucks. Still very profitable.
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0:18:01 S2: One thing too Abe, with these high costs, one of the positives of this is the high cost 
keeps the competition out. A lot of people, first they don't wanna pay $89 for a product. And 
second, they are not gonna take the time to bundle it like this too. So these are great strategies.

0:18:19 S3: Yeah, and the way I used to look at it was, even though it was a high cost, it was a 
much higher return, every sale. So I may have been putting some money upfront but I was getting 
back usually that and then some. I was usually doubling my money. So, I just got a few of these... 
This was a big one too. This was... I sold, when the... And I used to take advantage of when these 
sets first hit the stores, that's when I would start bundling right away, because they weren't quite on 
Amazon yet or they were still profitable on Amazon, so people were looking for these things and 
they just went quick. So this was a $1.90 cost sold for $3.29. Sold probably about 10 of these, I 
would say. And the same thing. I just took two of the sets that were in that larger bundle, put them 
in a smaller one, cost 90 bucks, sold between $189 and $169. So, this one's for you Barrington, right
here.

0:19:19 BM: Oh man.

[laughter]

0:19:25 S3: This was really cool. I had five KidiBeats drum sets. Now Barrington gave the tip in 
the Q4 sessions last year and he said, KidiBeats drum sets, always talking about these KidiBeats 
drum sets. So when they hit the stores, I was like, "Yeah, I'm gonna buy some KidiBeats drum sets."
So I bought five or maybe even more than that but, I sold five of these bundles so I just said, "You 
know what? I just don't feel like waiting until mid-December," to sell KidiBeats drum sets, so I 
went out and bought, I think I ordered them online from Target... And I just found this Amazon 
'frequently bought together' or something like that. Found this one and the cost for these was... I 
bought five of these bundle sets at $45, so total cost was $225. And I sold them all at $129, so my 
total after fees was $509, so you can see I pretty much more than doubled my money, after fees.

0:20:22 BM: I'm doing this this year. I'm doing this... [0:20:24] ____.

[laughter]

0:20:25 BM: Let me tell you that. I am gonna show you. I'm gonna [0:20:26] ____ this bundle. 
This is amazing. [chuckle] Taking the product and adding something else to it, and boom. $500 after
fees...

0:20:33 S2: [chuckle] Next level.

0:20:34 BM: Come on man, this is level five. [chuckle]

0:20:38 S2: He just took KidiBeats to the next level.

0:20:40 S3: There's that product, that's what it sold for, 129 there. So you can see, I sold five of 
these, so, maybe drop the price but then it went back up. So, I just sold five but it was a nice 200 
and...

[overlapping conversation]
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0:21:00 S2: The best part Abe, is, for everybody watching out there, you know this guy isn't making
this up. He is not fabricating it. Here's the data showing, hey there is somebody in here 129 selling 
these things.

[chuckle]

0:21:12 BM: Legitimate stuff. Yep.

0:21:14 S3: Yeah, and I'm pretty sure the reason why I didn't buy more than five was that somebody
jumped on it and dropped the price, as you can see. So that's probably why I didn't buy more, or else
I would've just kept going with it. But I don't get attached to any one bundle; if it becomes 
unprofitable, I just move on to the next one. So this one, this was a big one. So last year, I didn't 
even sell this last year. During the Q4 sessions I did a Periscope video 'cause we were talking about 
bundling and I was sharing my ideas and people were saying, like, "Can you show us how you're 
doing this?" "Okay, okay, let's do a Periscope video," and I created this bundle on the Periscope 
video and I just gave it to my mobile group, 50 people, whatever, that were in my mobile group and 
I said, "Okay, go ahead, take this bundle, go for it." And I did the listing, and I launched it at like 
$69. So, as you can see, its total is high... It's $82.20.

0:22:20 BM: Jeez.

0:22:21 S3: And it sold like crazy. It sold like crazy. I couldn't believe it. It actually went up to a 
10,000 rank. You could see by all the jump.

0:22:28 BM: Wow. I remember this one.

0:22:32 S3: Yeah, you can see all those jumps and just how many were selling. People were just 
taking off with this thing and I said, "Oh maybe I should jump on this one." But...

0:22:40 BM: Abe, the beautiful thing on this is, Pie Face was already popular. Hedbanz was already
popular. So all you have to do is just capitalize on the heavy traffic. People are searching for this 
every day. Put two popular search items together, boom, there you go.

0:22:54 S3: Yeah. If you search 'top board games', they were like one and two. Pie Face was ranked
one, Hedbanz was probably ranked 50-something. But they were right next to each other on the 
Amazon first page. That's where I got the idea. [chuckle] And it didn't stop there with Pie Face. Pie 
Face just got strategically manipulated all through Q4. This is one I sold and, Lance, I don't know if 
you remember the group we were in and I ended up selling out of these.

0:23:26 S2: I remember that.

0:23:27 S3: I just gave it away. [chuckle] And I was like, "If you guys have Pie Face, you are still 
holding it, go get Moustache Smash because this one I cannot keep in stock."

0:23:36 S2: I couldn't believe what you did, the Periscope. I said, "I can't believe this guy is giving 
this away. This is amazing." [laughter] That's what we do though. That's what we like to do.
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0:23:46 S3: Yeah. So this one. This one just went crazy. I couldn't keep it in stock at all. You see 
right after launch, that I ran out of stock, got more. And I was selling it around $69 range, I would 
say. Now that cost me, I think it was eight bucks for the Moustache Smash, $15 for the Pie Face, so 
it was low 20s, and I was selling for $69. That was just... Then that just flew off the shelf.

0:24:09 BM: Profit all day long.

0:24:11 S3: Yeah. So there was Hedbanz and Moustache Smash, [chuckle] I went with that one. Pie
Face/Shark Mania, that was another one that sold. And then I did Pie Face/Hedbanz/Shark Mania. 
So I dropped just a bunch of bundles with Pie Face in a bunch of different ways and they all sold 
out. And this is while people were making five bucks on Pie Face here; they were waiting for it. It 
was hovering around the $43 mark, and I just wasn't happy with that. And plus, there was like 400 
sellers on Pie Face. And here I was, the only seller, selling out at double margins easy. Okay. So, 
those are the examples. Now let's get into research. This is the fun stuff. Alright. So what profitable 
items are you already selling or waiting to sell? Literally, turn around in your office chair, look 
around your room, find something that you're waiting to sell that you know is gonna get profitable 
in mid-December, or something that you're selling already about to ship to Amazon that's already 
profitable. Great ideas for bundling. Great opportunities there. Chances are no one else is doing it. 
You can search Amazon top 100 and you can search by category or even niche down.

0:25:39 S3: You can search Amazon the Movers and Shakers list, that's a good one, by category or 
by niche. Now, my favorite is searching through Amazon customer search terms. Now, this is a way
to search for what customers on Amazon are actually searching for every day. And I have ways that 
I do that with free options and with paid tools, and I'll get into all that. Okay, so then I look at 
what's, pretty much most of the time, I look at what's 'Frequently bought together' right underneath 
the Amazon listing or 'Customers who bought this item also bought', and a lot of times that's how 
you can dive down a nice little rabbit trail. You'll see 'frequently bought together', see what people 
also bought. Usually right in that line of products you can find two other products that would 
bundle well together. Some tools that I use to source, Amazon search bar. Super easy to do. Amazon
has a predictive search algorithm in their search bar, so as you begin to search on Amazon, Amazon 
starts to tell you the most popular searches as they guess what you're trying to write into the search 
bar. I'll show you how that works.

0:26:58 S3: I'm sure you probably already know 'cause it's just, it's super easy but a lot of people 
don't take advantage of it. Keyword Tool Dominator, now that's a tool that searches the Amazon 
search bar for you and shows you... You can plug in a keyword into the Tool Dominator and it'll just
pump out every keyword that will show up once you type that in. That's a free tool but you get three
searches per day per search engine. It will do eBay, Amazon, Google, Etsy and a few others; but 
you get three searches per search bar, so I would go through the Amazon search bar first and then 
find a few and plug those into the Keyword Tool Dominator to get some more keywords. 
MerchantWords is a paid service and... What's MerchantWords now? Nine bucks a month or 
something. Now, KeywordInspector Trends tool, this is my favorite tool. Literally every day, every 
sourcing opportunity I have starts with KeywordInspector Trends tool. I will, we'll walk through 
that later just to show you what it's like. That is about $40 a month.

0:28:06 BM: Yeah, I was just about to ask that.

0:28:07 S3: Camelcamelcamel... Yeah. Yeah. $40 a month. Way worth it. Way worth it.
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0:28:14 BM: If you're spending $40 and you're making $4000, you spend $40 every month.

[laughter]

0:28:22 S3: I'm telling you. That tool is just unbelievable. And I'm gonna show you the different 
ways that I manipulate that tool to where... I pull keywords out for sponsored ads. I do my sourcing 
there. I Reverse ASIN search 'cause it's just crazy what you can do with the suite of tools...

0:28:39 BM: You know what Abe, it's like when you're doing this, it's like you're on a totally 
different level. You're not even playing with everybody else. You're playing on a different field.

[laughter]

[overlapping conversation]

0:28:53 BM: This is huge, big.

0:28:56 S3: Yeah. Alright. Well, yeah, so Camelcamelcamel, I know you like this one too, 
Barrington. This is a free tool. That's what I was pulling a lot of that data from, my bundles that I 
was showing you. So Keepa, another free tool that pops up right in your Amazon listing, Chrome 
extension... So I use Scraper Tools as well. I'm partial to OAXray. I know that there is also another 
one called Tactical Arbitrage, I've never even used it, I hear great things; however, I've been using 
OAXray for over a year and I'm just really good at it. I know exactly how to use it, so that's the one 
I use. Also StoreFront Stalker Pro, a fairly new tool. What that tool does is, you can go to any 
Amazon page and it'll scrape every page.

0:29:44 S3: So, say you go search a keyword, plug it into the search bar and 20 pages for, I don't 
know, dinosaur toys come up. You can scrape all 20 pages, download that into a CSV and then use 
your scraping software like OAXray to find out where to get those items, if they follow through. So 
those are some of the tools I use. This is the Amazon search bar, just showing you a little bit of how 
all this predictive search algorithm works, a little bit. This is just the top 100, you can pick toys and 
games, top 100, pretty straightforward there. You go 'Top 100' and then I click back and it'll say 
'Top 100 board games'. So you can click on that and see how that works.

0:30:30 S2: So you just type in "top 100", Abe? On the search bar, you just type in "top 100"? 

0:30:35 S3: If you type in "top 100" and then just hit backspace and then hit the zero again, it'll pull
up all the search terms under it. And you see 'top 100 toys for Christmas'. 'Top 100 toys for boys'. 
So this is just giving you a little more long tail options for the keywords under the top 100.

0:30:55 S2: So not only you're gonna get the top 100 in toys, you're finding top 100 in other niches 
here. Like kids toys, board games...

0:31:00 S3: Exactly.

0:31:01 S2: That's a really, really great...
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0:31:03 S3: Exactly. Yeah. So see how Amazon works on a predictive search algorithm. They're 
trying to look for what you're searching for based on most popular searches that other people search
for. Very valuable the search bar, I tell you, I still use it all the time, even though I have crazy paid 
tools. Okay, Movers and Shakers list, toys and games, music, Movers and Shakers list. Kinda the 
same start. Okay. So this is how you would use Amazon search bar. You just type the letter 'A' and it
gives you all the top A's searches: Advent Calendar, American Girl doll clothes, etcetera. If you type
in 'B', it gives you a whole set of other search terms. Popular search terms. 'C', 'D', okay. So I went 
to 'D', found dinosaur toys. Click on 'dinosaur toys' and you can niche down to 'dinosaur toys 
remote controlled'. So I went ahead and clicked on that and the right top page you found this little 
Zoomer Dino... Now, I'm looking for an item to bundle.

0:32:14 S3: What I'm looking for is, I wanted to have some good reviews, at least four stars or 
better, and I want to have a pretty decent ranking and good price. Don't necessarily know if I could 
get this for cheaper but, just to show you the process and how we walk through it. So, clicked on 
this and next thing I'm looking for is, can I compete with this listing? And I'll tell you right now, 
absolutely. When I show you how to optimize the listing, you're gonna be able to blow this listing 
out of the water very easily. I look at the title, does it make sense? Is it put together well? Are the 
keywords in there? Just little different ways that I could manipulate it so I could get better 
optimization, which Amazon will give me better exposure then, pool of the optimized listing.

0:33:12 S3: Then I just look at the Keepa graph. This pulls up right underneath it, with the Chrome 
extension. I look for Amazon not on the listing or frequently going out of stock on this product. And
you can see that they do. So this gives you what it looks like when Amazon goes out of stock. 
There, this yellow orangy grid here, and you can see every time there's a space, that's when Amazon
runs out of stock. And then I just go down to 'frequently bought together', 'costumers who bought 
this also bought'. So you can see 'frequently bought together', this is such an [chuckle] underrated 
option here, because, well, not necessarily would I buy these and bundle them together, they're 
expensive, that's gonna [0:34:02] ____ my cost a little bit. But I may bundle it with a dinosaur book,
like 'Jurassic World Field Guide'. [chuckle] And I'm gonna give you some great tips.

[overlapping conversation]

0:34:13 BM: Abe, I'm so happy that you brought this up because Amazon's telling you what people 
are buying. All you have to do is figure out how to create the creative bundle, and as he is saying 
now, these may be so expensive to buy [0:34:26] ____ of together, but put two of these popular 
items with a book, that's cheaper. Boom, you have a bundle. [chuckle] You know what I'm saying? 

0:34:34 S3: Have you noticed that I've done all my research on Amazon so far? 'Cause Amazon has
all the great data. In their search bar they're telling you the most popular searches as you go through
the letters.

0:34:47 BM: Yep. And...

0:34:48 S2: And also, if you're seeing this right now you're probably thinking, "Wow, I just learned 
something huge right now," because what I usually do is go in the store, I scan everything, I bring it 
home, I list exactly what I bought. This is the exact opposite of what you've been thinking. This is 
next level stuff right here.
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0:35:06 BM: Right, 'cause Amazon is telling you what people are searching for, plus what they're 
buying.

0:35:13 S3: Yup, and just to show you how it go down a rabbit trail, even though I clicked on that 
product, another great idea for a bundle would be this book in this set of dinosaur Jurassic World 
Walkie Talkies. They're lower cost and ranked well, good reviews and I may just say, "You know 
what? Forget the remote-controlled expensive dinosaur, I'll just bundle these two real quick." So 
that's how you can get new ideas, even after your original source, even if that one doesn't work out. 
The options are limitless, really. Okay. So now, once you have your two products you wanna create 
your new listing. Now...

0:36:00 BM: I think this is what a lot of persons run from, "Oh I gotta go create a listing, oh man, 
take a picture, do all the... " Oh this is the hard part. But guys. When you do the hard work, nobody 
else will do it and then you get to benefit from that exclusive listing. That's why we're teaching you 
strategies.

0:36:17 S3: Okay. So, yes. One tip that is gonna just game-change listings for you is to use a 
template. Nobody told me to do this in the beginning, and I used to sit on Amazon's listing software 
which was worse than it is now before. And I would sit there and write my bullet and the screen 
would freeze on me and I'd lose everything. So doing a template is just gonna change the game, it's 
gonna make you... You can do everything here and then copy and paste it once. This allows you to 
do it much faster. Now, the way this is structured, I did this out this way because, this is actually a 
template that I've used for a long time, not so much anymore, a little more advanced one now. But, 
this is a fast launch one. So, for your picture, every camera phone is good enough to take a picture 
that Amazon will accept. So just get a picture up with your camera phone. Just get it done, don't 
overthink the picture thing. A title, just get a title: "I'm selling this product and this product," brand 
name, put the brand name in there.

0:37:34 S3: You need a UPC code, set your price. I really look at the price as the perceived value 
price. This is not going to be my actual price. Amazon gives preference to items on sale, so the sale 
price is actually my actual price. So even if it's a dollar less, my products are always on sale. 
Amazon gives you that extra exposure for having things on sale. Search terms, I'll explain as we go 
into this I'll explain how to pull search terms out and things like that. When you get stuck you can 
just think some things up. Now again this is just to launch your bundles very quickly, just get 'em 
up, get 'em listed, get 'em in. Then we're gonna optimize, but we'll get to that. So your bullets, now 
I'm just gonna back up a little bit. If you're gonna put this product, well guess what, here are all your
bullets. Copy and paste them into the listing. Go to your second product, copy and paste the bullets 
into the listing. Go to the description, copy and paste it. Go to your second product copy and paste 
it, right? 

0:38:41 S3: So if I have it structured like this: Item number one bullets, item number two bullets, 
description, description. Just copy and paste them from what's already there and consolidate it. Take
a couple from one, a couple from the other, change the wording a little bit, consolidate into five 
bullets in the description. Now, that is gonna be an extremely fast and easy way to make your 
bundle template. Do I recommend you leave it like that? Absolutely not. And I'm gonna show you 
how, that once your product... And this is the reason because the biggest problem people have is just
launching that first bundle. I work with people all the time and they just have this crazy hesitation 
about getting their first bundle out. Do not overthink it, just get it done. It'll be fine, get your bundle 
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listed and get it sent to Amazon. Get over that hurdle and everything else is gravy, as Barrington 
likes to say.

0:39:41 BM: Gravy.

[laughter]

0:39:47 S3: So I'm gonna just... I don't know if you remember this from last year but, using this 
exact method, and last year I really didn't know everything I know right now, I did I think, jeez 
what was it? 20 or 30 bundles in a matter of a week or two just by doing this and I just took a bunch
of products I already had. Like the Pie Face, I mean you probably saw five bundles just for the Pie 
Face and board games. Well I just did all my listings this way. Copy paste, copy paste, launch. Copy
paste, launch. That was just all day. I could do three of these in an hour. [chuckle] That's a little bit 
extreme but I did it.

0:40:31 BM: Yep. It's [0:40:31] ____.

0:40:32 S2: And they sold. [chuckle] And it was...

0:40:34 BM: That's the beautiful thing of selling. [chuckle]

0:40:37 S3: Yeah, and I probably could have got flagged, I don't know, suppressed or whatever but, 
no I didn't even really know how to optimize a listing back then, but I'm gonna show you some 
tools today that maybe you don't know but could be...

0:40:52 BM: For persons that are wondering what he means, optimization. Obviously we're gonna 
take your questions at the end but optimizing a listing is just making sure the correct keywords are 
in the description and in the right places, so Amazon gives preference to your listing because it's 
optimized properly. So you get way more traffic than the other guy.

0:41:09 S3: Exactly.

0:41:10 S2: Also just making the listing look great, like the title looks great, the bullet points look 
great. Optimizing it, making it stand out and look a lot better than the competition.

0:41:22 S3: Exactly. Optimizing. So, basically, Amazon has this big beautiful website. They spend 
billions of dollars on it and they want... So their whole thing is based on the best experience 
possible for the customer. So when the customer goes on Amazon, they have their credit card out, 
they are ready to buy, they know what they want, they've put in a customer search term and they 
organize the products on the first page to meet that customer's needs to the best of their ability. So 
here you come with a terrible listing, terrible pictures, it doesn't even make sense. Amazon is gonna 
bury you. So if you optimize your listing the best it could be, with great keywords, and good sales 
copy, and great pictures, and you have good five star reviews and your description's written really 
well, Amazon's gonna give you preferential treatment over all these other people that aren't doing a 
good job. If you take good care of your listing and a great presentation to the customer that's 
optimized for SEO and conversion, you're gonna get much higher on that first page than anybody 
else. That's the idea behind optimization.
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[overlapping conversation]

0:42:34 S2: Sorry. It makes me think of that guy Abe sold a picture one time. This guy was an eBay
seller and he was sitting on a chair, smoking a cigar. [chuckle] He had his beer belly out, he's just 
holding up the product.

[laughter]

0:42:46 S3: I remember that, I saw that.

0:42:47 S2: After that picture...

[laughter]

0:42:51 S3: Yeah, that's funny. Yeah, exactly. Yeah, and I'm gonna go ahead and buy from that guy. 
Okay, so listing optimization. Customer search terms, your keywords. This is gonna be best for 
search engine optimization. If you hear me say SEO, that's what that means. This is gonna be a huge
tip, is using trigger words in your title, and bullets and description. And I'll get into what trigger 
words are, but this is something that 90% of Amazon sellers do not do. And it's gonna be a huge 
game-changer when you create your listings, huge. Title, bullets, description, you want a backend 
keywords, so it's just a little extra boost you can give your listing, and your pictures. So I'm gonna 
walk you through these step by step and show you how to make each one of these the best they 
could be. So search terms are extremely important for search engine optimization, SEO.

0:43:58 S3: So, basically, the customer puts in a search term into the search box and Amazon, with 
all their powers, go in and search out all their products, and organize on the first page based on the 
relevance of your product to the customer search term. If you have the right search terms in your 
title, bullets, you're gonna be put into that match and organized according to relevance. Amazon 
uses keywords to determine the relevance of your product, so you wanna find five or more relevant 
keywords, and they should be relevant, they shouldn't be just random keywords that have great 
search volumes. You want the search terms to be relevant to your product because if Amazon gives 
you an impression... So an impression, when Amazon shows your product to a customer, that's 
called an impression. If you get that impression and your search term isn't relevant, well that's just a
big waste of time.

0:45:01 S3: The customer's not gonna agree with Amazon and say like, "Yeah, that's not what I'm 
looking for." Bad experience for the customer, and the more you get impressions with no clicks, 
that's actually bad, you're gonna be dropped down a little bit. So you want relevant keywords and 
construct your title, bullets, and description with those keywords. Tools to find keywords? 
Amazon's search bar. Again, Keyword Dominator Tool is basically a tool that goes through the 
Amazon search bar. Google Trends tool, WordStream Keyword Tool and Wordtracker are free tools,
kind of are Google-related. MerchantWords is a lower cost paid service. KeywordInspector Trends 
tool, again, my favorite, and KeywordInspector Reverse ASIN search tool, my favorite. So, I'm 
gonna go through and walk through my process a little bit later, and I'll show you how I use 
KeywordInspector Suite.

0:46:07 S3: So trigger words, now this is the big... This is one that you should definitely pay 
attention to and consider. Trigger words are emotional value words. They trigger an emotional 
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buying response in your customer, and they're extremely important for conversion optimization. So 
when Amazon shows your product, you get the impression, and the customer says, "Yes, I agree 
with Amazon. I'm gonna click on this product." Well, now it's your job. It's your job to convert that 
customer into a sale. So how do you do that? Well, you tell the customer what they're buying. You 
tell them the benefits of the product. You don't just list features. I'll go through an example later, but
just... I found a... I don't know, it's like a picture frame, and the picture frame, one of the bullets on 
the picture frame was like, "Oh, this is a picture frame and it's 11 X 14 inches and it's white."

0:47:09 S3: Sounds kinda robotic, and he listed the features of the product but he didn't list the 
benefits. If I were to change that... Just listen to the difference: "Capture your most precious 
memories in this elegant, light-weight, 11 X 14 picture frame." That would be a way to write for 
emotional value, right? You've given the customer a benefit. They know why they're buying the 
product. They're like, "Okay. I wanna put pictures of my kids in this frame." Well, if you give 'em 
this... If you paint this picture of this awesome picture frame that solves the problem that they're 
looking for, they're going to buy.

0:47:50 BM: Abe, just to jump back on that. When you mentioned trigger words, it's something 
that, that's what makes you make that purchase. And just think about your experience through the 
drive-through. You're going through the McDonald's drive-through and they're saying, "Hey, would 
you like to super-size your fries?" It's just certain words that trigger, like, "Okay, I'm already 
spending, so yeah, go ahead." [chuckle] "Would you like to get an apple pie?" "Oh yeah, go ahead." 
So you're already in spending mode. The credit card is already out. But when you use these trigger 
words, you're probably gonna get a bigger buyer. Persons are gonna be like, "Yeah, I really wanna 
capture these memories of my grand baby, [chuckle] so yeah, lemme go ahead and buy this." And 
you'll be amazed at what happens with these trigger words.

0:48:32 BM: Like with coffee, that's what we do a whole lot. We talk... Do coffee a whole lot. And 
we talk about the origin of the coffee. We talk about that aroma, that experience when you're 
drinking the coffee. Me and Lance and Ryan went to the coffee fest in New York, and this is just 
what we're gonna tell you about. And we went to this Columbian place and the guy was like, okay, 
he's gonna make coffee. And we were like, "Why is he going through all of this to make the 
coffee?" But it was one of the best cups of coffee that we've had in our lives. All three of us went 
back [chuckle] because the guy was talking about the coffee, and he's telling us where it's from, 
and... So it's that emotional trigger. We were there for three mornings. Every single morning we 
went back to that coffee house to buy coffee.

[chuckle]

0:49:14 S2: That was amazing coffee. I didn't even drink coffee at that point. And that's actually 
what got me into coffee, and I started just doing it ever since then. But man, that coffee was great. 
And also, with Q4, there's gonna be a lot of emotional trigger words, because a lot of products drive
that emotional response in a customer. You think about the ornament you bought when you were a 
kid, or that tree that your parents had, the fiber optic tree that they had at the house, and lights, and 
what lights do when you look at lights, and those emotional responses. So this can really be used 
very effectively in Q4.

0:49:54 S3: Yeah. Just putting in something simple, especially in your title. You optimize the 
keywords but, most people don't think about the trigger words. So just putting something like "The 
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perfect gift" in your title, the words, where you have your keywords, by brand name, "The perfect 
gift for whoever... Boys and girls," whatever. Whatever you wanna target... But just simple words 
like that, like "best, perfect... " Basically, someone's coming on to Amazon looking for a gift, and 
you tell them it's the perfect gift, well, it's just the simple word, and it triggers, on a psychological 
level. The customer doesn't even realize that they're being sold based on basic human needs that 
they buy for. I actually have a... I didn't pull it up on here because it's just a lot, and it's very difficult
to explain, and it'd probably take forever. I could probably do an entire webinar on psychological 
marketing but, I have a little step by step way to niche down into the basic human needs of why 
they buy. So...

0:51:13 BM: I know people are having... I know you guys have questions. The webinar is gonna go
probably until about 10 after, so we're gonna take your questions right on up to 9:30. So don't worry
about it. Just keep your questions there. So we're gonna get through our slides, and then we're gonna
go ahead and start questions. Maybe about 9:10, so, yeah, we're gonna get through all of this.

0:51:35 S3: What I was gonna say though is, I do have a PDF that I'm going to give you guys to 
give to the audience. And it's going to explain this entire thing as I would explain it out... So you're 
gonna get a lot more information on this, but I apologize I couldn't put an entire...

0:51:55 S?: That's okay, yeah.

0:51:56 S3: Or we would just be here for hours. So, getting back to this. 90% of Amazon sellers do 
not do this. And I will show you... As we go through and most of the listings you look at, you'll see, 
that it's just a simple way that you could go right pass some of your competitors. So it tells the 
customer the problem solving benefits of your product. How does this product benefit me? That's 
probably a basic way to explain it. Okay, so your title. Your title, 150 characters in length, under 
150 characters in length, you should have three to four keywords arranged in a way that it reads 
well, no keywords stuffing, don't just stuff keywords in there to where it doesn't make sense. When 
your customer reads the title, you want them to know what you're selling. So the best targeted 
keyword should appear in the very beginning of your title. It should contain the brand name. 
Usually, I write the best one or two keywords and then the brand name. It should contain at least 
one trigger word or phrase in the title. Correct grammar and spelling, and accurately represent your 
product. That's very important.

0:53:12 S3: So here's an example. This was a product, it was, actually a promotional company 
which I'll get to, but there are a couple of travel mugs and we targeted retirement gifts, and these 
were all search terms that I pulled out of KeywordInspector that had some pretty decent traction and
nice little niche numbers. But they were travel mugs, retirement gifts, retirement gifts for men, and 
retirement gifts for women. And the trigger words or phrases I used was "The perfect gift". 
Someone's looking for a retirement gift, they're looking for the perfect retirement gift. Right? So it 
just seemed like a natural fit. Let me show you how I structured that title. So I wrote "Travel mug, 
retirement gifts, by brand name, the perfect gifts for men or women." Right. Pretty simple, makes 
sense, gets the point across, and I targeted four keywords and have my brand name in there, and I 
have a trigger word. So it's nice and compact, but it makes sense. It works, extremely optimized for 
conversion.

0:54:06 S3: So, bullet points. So five bullet points, clearly describe the benefits for your product. 
You want good grammar, punctuation and spelling. Include keywords for your bullets, and this is 
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another big tip, you wanna write for dual readership. And I'll explain what that is in a second. So if 
you look at this, I pulled this random product out that was written in dual readership. So, what that 
means is you are writing for two different types of shoppers on Amazon. One type of person likes to
go in and read every single word of the bullet, and really make a decision whether or not they're 
buying. The other type of person just likes to skim the listing. They already know what they wanna 
buy, credit card's out, they wanna know if it's what they need, and boom, they just go through it. So 
this person has written in dual readership. You see he's written in all caps, in he beginning of each 
bullet, that's what that person is skimming. But he's got nice, full sentences written in good sales 
copy for that person who likes to read all the information in there. That's called dual readership.

0:55:15 BM: Nice, that's what that meant. Oh. That's something new that we're learning, Lance, 
'cause the skimming guy's gonna just look at the bullet points. Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom. 
Okay, swipe.

0:55:25 S3: Yup. And you see, he's got trigger words and keywords in there. "Stop itching, start 
restoring." I would even draw this out a little more, I usually like to have at least 20% of the bullet 
written in all capitals, and I use keywords and trigger words in that initial... "Naturally rejuvenate 
and protect your skin." He's telling the customer exactly what this thing does. "Deeply hydrate in 
soft and sensitive skin. Safeguard and avoid flare-ups." This is some beauty product or whatever. So
you can see, he's given that benefit right there, bang, in capital letters, right off the bat. And then he 
adds some nice sales copy behind that, explaining the extra details of the product. These are great 
bullets. [chuckle] This is what you wanna do. This is optimized here. And this guy sells a ton of 
these things.

0:56:17 S3: Okay, so the description. Now, this is your last opportunity to close the sale. Someone's
gotten down to the description, they're trying to make a decision whether or not they're gonna buy. 
So, you want good sentence structure, punctuations, value and grammar. You want it written in 
good sales copy, with keywords, features and benefits throughout. No word comping in one big 
paragraph, that's very hard to read and it's gonna throw the customer off. So you wanna write your 
description in HTML format. Now, if that scares you like it scares me, it shouldn't. I have no idea 
how to write HTML format. No idea. I'm a dumb construction worker. But I have some simple tips 
to kinda 80-20 that process. So this is all you need to know. So this little symbol, a sentence, and 
that little symbol, with the V, that's a bold face. That's how you write bold face HTML. Underneath 
that, the P, and that's how you separate a paragraph.

0:57:18 S3: If you wanna do a bold face and a paragraph, you would do... They're called 'elements'. 
I'm sure there's a lot of people on here that know HTML a hell of a lot more than I do. Which is 
exactly why I use an HTML converter. Just go to Google, and type in 'HTML converter', these are 
two that I use, wordtohtml.net, and wordhtml.com. Either one, you type and it has all the bold face, 
and the color, and the different fonts and all that stuff. You type, it converts to HTML. Then you 
copy and paste the HTML side into your Amazon listing and boom, you're optimized with great 
description that looks like this. Okay, so this would be someone who has written their description in
HTML. It's broken up well, there's bold face, dual readership, he's got bullets separated off, written 
in good sales copy. This is how...

0:58:14 BM: And you might think this is hard stuff but it does separate you from everybody else.

0:58:20 S3: Absolutely. This is...
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0:58:22 S2: Yeah, it's also one of those "do at your own risk" kind of things. Sometimes I think 
Amazon, they might frown on it, but I'd do it. So, that's one of the "do at your own risk" kinda 
things.

0:58:35 S3: The way I look at it, is I think it's just a better presentation to the customer. Why would 
Amazon want me to clump a big paragraph of words in a description, instead of giving people a 
nice, drawn out, optimized description that is written in good sales copy and is basically helping 
Amazon achieve that sale. 'Cause that's the ultimate goal. Everything Amazon does is optimized for 
the sale. So they reward you for that.

0:59:03 S2: And I think they're probably gonna move towards that anyhow, where they're gonna 
give us better tools to make it a better experience for the customer. But, just didn't want you guys to 
say, "Hey, Lance and Barrington and Abe told us to do this, and they removed... " Well, they're not 
gonna suspend you, but they'll probably just close your listing down or make you change it. So...

0:59:23 S3: Yeah. If there's anything wrong with your listing though, you'll see the big suppressed 
symbol. It happens to me all the time.

0:59:29 S2: Exactly.

0:59:29 S3: Yeah. They'll suppress it and then you have to figure out why. You go in, you see the 
little hazard sign above the section that you have to fix. Okay. So, pictures. Six or seven pictures, 
that seems like a lot. But this is like, you get six or seven chances here, to... That's just what 
Amazon shows, without you having to hit that little picture with the plus sign, and it goes to extra 
pictures. Some people put extra pictures. I think six or seven, 'cause that's what shows up right 
there. Main photo on white background, filling at least 85% of the picture frame. Then you want 
three detail shots that show the materials, the texture, show product details, things like that, maybe 
the contours of your product, the shape and things like this. And then you want a couple of benefit 
shots, so pictures that relay some of the benefits you've written in your trigger words and sales copy.
So like showing your product sitting on a shelf next to some towels or something, something in a 
nice little setting. Or showing someone using the product in whatever way, whatever works for 
whatever product.

1:00:45 S3: So here's another big tip for pictures. Use one visual guarantee photo, so something 
like this. You should have this as one of your pictures, usually the seventh one or whatever. 100% 
30-day money back guarantee and if you're saying to yourself right now, "Well, I don't wanna offer 
a 30-day money back guarantee." Well, guess what? Amazon already offers this. So if you sell on 
Amazon, they can return the product whenever they want to, whether you like it or not. So just go 
ahead and... It's just another trigger word. "Well, hey, guess what? This product is guaranteed 30 
days, your money back, no questions asked."

1:01:27 BM: Yep. As you said, Amazon already offers it, so...

[chuckle]

1:01:31 S3: Exactly, so it's no harm to you. It's already there, you just... So if it's already there, why
not tell the customer about it? Why not shout it from the rooftops? 
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1:01:38 BM: Remind them. Yeah, remind them. [chuckle]

1:01:39 S3: Use it to sell. Yep. Use it to sell. Now, if you don't like this one, go to Google, and just 
hit '30-day money back guarantee 100%', whatever, and you're gonna get a lot of different options. 
There are hundreds. Pick one you like. Put it in your listing. It's gonna make a big difference. Okay, 
so now you can promote and refine. I'm not gonna get into a ton of detail on sponsored ads because 
everybody's got a different method in sponsored ads. There's hundreds of training videos you can 
watch. A lot of people say different things. So Amazon sponsored ads allows you to jump past your 
competitors. You can buy your way onto the Amazon product page instead of waiting for your 
organic listing to jump up.

1:02:31 S3: Now, I would optimize your listing the ways we talked about before you run sponsored 
ads, because if you try and sponsor a terrible product, you're not gonna get as great of traction as 
you would if you had a nice optimized listing. Remember, your presentation to the customer, it's 
gonna go a long way. So my method, I just basically find low competition, low cost keywords. And 
as we go through this, I'll show you some ways that I do that. Find keywords available at an 
advertising cost per sale, your A cost under 20%. If you have extremely high margins, you can 
probably go a little higher, but I look to find keywords that aren't gonna cost me a lot of money, 
little more niche keywords that I can still get sales but not have to spend a ton of money of my 
profit on 'em.

1:03:24 S3: And sponsored ads involves refinement over time. So the first keywords that you pick 
hardly ever work out in long term. Almost always I have to go in, change my keywords, run new 
sponsored ads and just constantly refine that. You see one's not working for you, just get rid of it, 
find a new one, change your description bullets, title, whatever you wanna work that in, and run that
on the new keyword. So it's a constant refinement. So you do this over time, your listing's just 
gonna get better and better. Your promotions will get better and better. Okay so, let's bundle all year 
long.

1:04:05 BM: Absolutely. That's what everybody wants to hear. We don't have to just do this for Q4, 
we can do it all year long. That's what everybody wants to hear.

1:04:12 S3: Yeah, it's pretty straightforward with the toys and the hot products and all that stuff. It 
doesn't take a rocket scientist to know that you can take advantage of the increased demand during 
Q4 and make money. But let's talk about all year long process, and I'm gonna just go through my 
process. Yes, I use tools. No, you don't have to use the tools. It's gonna take you a lot longer and a 
lot more digging to do it. Tools make things faster and make you a heck of a lot more money, which
is the goal. This is the KeywordInspector Trends tool. This is my favorite tool in the world. I love 
this tool. So basically I can put a different set of parameters in here, and guys I apologize if my 
screen is too small, maybe you can't see this so I'll walk you through it. But, so, I just put 'search 
volume numbers' in here, like maximum 100,000, wanted to see minimum of 30 days traction here. 
These are my price point, between $9 and $59. And I just put a bunch of different numbers. A 
maximum rank of a 1,000.

1:05:23 S3: So I just put a bunch of different numbers in here and it spits out search terms after it 
analyzes the first page of each search term. It takes an average of the first page, and then spits out 
those search terms to me. You can see here, there's an Amazon link, so this takes you directly to the 
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Amazon first page, and just recently they've added Merch by Amazon t-shirt. Merch is their print on
demand t-shirt platform. It'll search t-shirts under whatever search term it spits out, so if you wanna 
do research there you could do that. And obviously it searches Google as well, so they just added 
those two. So, I just picked the first search term and it was clear back in the picture frame; no idea 
what that means. So, I just clicked. So, I clicked on the first page. So, just to back up a little bit, this 
is how I search for bundles all the time: I plug in some parameters, they spit out a bunch of Amazon
customer search terms, and I look for generic, non-branded search terms.

1:06:33 S3: So, the representative of just a general generic product that would say 'pillow case' or 
'book shelf' or whatever. But I'm not looking for any brand representation. It's gonna skew the 
numbers. So, I look for generic products. So now, it's gonna take me to the Amazon first page when 
I click on this. So, right here I find this really hot product. It's ranked 928 in Arts & Crafts, that's 
pretty good. But I can tell right away this guy has no idea what he's doing. His first word in his title 
is "Pack of 25". Who is going on Amazon searching for 'pack of 25'? [chuckle] It's just...

1:07:13 BM: Not searching for that.

1:07:15 S3: And not only that, "Pack of 25, 11 X 14 white." Okay. Your first five words of the title 
are most important. He has no idea... As far as optimizing. So, his pitch... That is from... Right away
I know I'm gonna be able to compete with this guy. And that is not a hard product to find. So, I just 
clicked on it. Look at his bullets. And this is what I was talking...

[background conversation]

1:08:00 S3: So, this was just another shot of 'frequently bought together' and 'customers who 
bought this item also bought'. So, I just point it to the black frames that is a bundling option. You 
can have white and black and they had some linen hanging tape. And I just pick those out, first two 
products in line, bundling options. So, now I just went on a sourcing expedition in the next slide. 
Like I said, I found this product, a 1,000 pack for $6.90 and you could buy a 100 pack or 500 pack, 
they're a little bit more, a few cents more on each number. But, I think I could really compete on 
this product, so I would probably go in at $6.90, especially where that guy's doing so well and has 
such a terrible listing. I'm pretty confident that I...

1:08:49 BM: All you're gonna do is just put a better listing than him and you'll get all the traffic 
'cause you already know the traffic is there.

1:08:56 S3: Yup, absolutely. And I also just went to another company, this is a wholesale company. 
And I found a similar pricing, a 1,000 plus was around like 61¢. So, a little cheaper actually than 
the other one, but they have multicolors, black, red, whatever. You can do all kinds [1:09:18] ____ 
make a multi-pack out of it. So, these are different options that you could do, and still bundle it with
the linen hangers or whatever that was. So, very quickly I'm able to source from a wholesaler and I 
could definitely blow that guy's listing away. So, very confident with that product. So, here's 
another method too, for sourcing. This is StoreFront Stalker Pro. It's an extension. And this was 
the...

1:09:49 BM: Is that a free extension or a paid extension? 

1:09:52 S3: This is a paid extension, so I believe you can get a one-year license for $89. I've 
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actually was a beta tester of this, so I got it much cheaper than that, fortunately. But, it is awesome. 
[chuckle] It is really cool. I would definitely pay the $89.

1:10:13 BM: StoreFront Stalker, right? [chuckle]

1:10:16 S3: StoreFront Stalker Pro. So, there's two of them. There's one that's cheaper, I think it's 
$59. That one will only scrape storefronts, Amazon seller storefronts. So, you could go... This one 
will do both. But you could go in and go to somebody's storefront and if their storefront's live, you 
could scrape every product they have up to 400 pages. Or I think it's up to 100 pages in the smaller 
version. This one will do 400 pages. So this, basically what this does is click on all ASINs from the 
seller, under the search term, the same search term that I found. And you could download. There's 
20 pages on...

1:11:07 S?: We're back.

1:11:08 BM: Hey guys, we're back. GoToWebinar had a glitch. So we're just gonna go through. I 
know we're scheduled for 9:30, so we're trying to get through the slides by 9:30. And what we're 
gonna do is we're gonna take a few questions tonight, but we're gonna take most of the questions on
Facebook because I know you guys have a ton of question on this method. So, that was a glitch with
GoToWebinar. It wasn't with us. So, technology. We have to do it, but we have the recording. And 
we're gonna just pick up from where Abe was talking about Storefront Stalker, 'cause I think that's 
where the audio cut out...

1:11:40 S2: Yeah. And also guys, I know it's been a lot of content, but this is really, really good 
what Abe's getting into now. So, if you could hang tight with us for a little longer, you're gonna be 
happy you did. So, I'll let you take it away, big Abe.

1:11:54 BM: Alright.

1:11:54 S3: Okay. So, I'm just gonna try and go through this a little faster here. Yeah, so Storefront 
Stalker Pro. You can download... Just plug in any search term, and you can download all the pages 
on Amazon that list under the search term. This had 20 pages, you can see it scanned all 20 pages, 
and you could download this into a CSV file and post it onto either OAXray or Tactical Arbitrage, 
whichever one you have, and see what's profitable and find out what... Those services will find you 
that product that whatever store they support, so you can go out and buy products retail arbitrage 
based on searches from keywords.

1:12:39 BM: Wow. So this will just pull all their data, and then it compares and tells you which of 
the products are profitable. Pretty much that's what it does? 

1:12:47 S3: Yeah. So the StoreFront Stalker will scrape all of Amazon's pages, so if there's 20 
pages, say I type in this keyword, there's 20 pages that come up. It scrapes all 20 pages and 
downloads all those products. It'll download the ASIN and the price into a CSV file. So you can 
then take it to your scraping software. It's optimized for Tactical Arbitrage or OAXray, so you can 
take it to your scraping software, plug in, and your software will scrape all 20 pages and tell you 
what are the stores they support, where that product is, if it's profitable, and if you can buy it right 
away.
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1:13:24 BM: Nice, nice.

1:13:25 S3: Okay. Alright, so now I'm gonna get into some keyword research. This is 
KeywordInspector's Reverse ASIN search tool, so you can plug in any ASIN into it. It'll go in and 
tell you which search terms that product is ranking for us, so it's a great way to find new search 
terms to put into your listing. What you can do is send this to a free search term tool, and first of all,
it'll tell you all products similar to it that you could also run scans on to put more keywords out. It'll 
also show you products that possibly could be good bundles with that product. Another thing that it 
does is it pulls all of the search terms... This is a free search term tool. What it does is it pulls all of 
the keywords out of that ASIN and organize them with no repeat words into this format, so you 
could just copy and paste this into your back-end keywords.

1:14:29 BM: Okay, great.

1:14:29 S3: This'll be for your back-end keywords instead of just punching a bunch of words that 
you try and make up, you can actually hit that 1,000 character mark or whatever. It was a 1,000 or 
5,000 I guess depending on the product for the back-end keywords. This is a great way to gather all 
those, just cut and paste, and all your keywords done. So you can plug in one ASIN or multiple 
ASINs and send all of them over to the search term to pull out all the keywords, and that's great for 
your back-end keywords which are important for a search engine optimization on your listing, 
okay? This is a way that I find keywords that I can possibly run sponsored ads on as well, so this... 
Basically, I took that reverse ASIN and downloaded that into a CSV file, the same reverse agent 
scan that I ran, and these are all the search terms they have.

1:15:23 S3: So what I do is I copy these search terms from the CSV, and I plug them into the 
KeywordInspector Trends tool under a broad match search, so all those keywords that it gave me in 
the reverse ASIN, I am now gonna plug those into a broad match search, so that's gonna show me 
much more keywords, so if those, you don't know, a broad match is an extra word in the beginning, 
middle, or end of an existing keyword, that's what a broad match keyword is, alright? If you do 
sponsored ads, you'll see phrase match as well. Phrase match is just at the beginning or the end, not 
the middle, but a broad match does beginning, middle, or end, so it'll add an extra word in there. If 
you plug these words into a broad match, it's gonna spit out a ton more possible keywords that you 
could use. I do that current volume and usually search the same category that originally search 
which was home and kitchen for that product. Everyone still there? 

1:16:26 BM: Yep yep, still here.

1:16:27 S3: Okay, just wanna make sure I didn't lose... Okay.

1:16:31 S2: After last time, you gotta check.

[laughter]

1:16:33 S3: Yeah. Just, you wanna make sure I keep going. Okay. So now, what I do next is... It 
spits out all this back into the trends tool, so now it's telling me what all those keywords rank for in 
all those, the broad matches that may go with it. Then what I do is I just start clicking on the 
Amazon first page of each one of these keywords, and what I look for are search terms that have 
low competition, and what I mean by that is if you see... If you ever look on a page and you see 
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sponsored... There'll be a lot of sponsored products on there, those are the people who are running 
sponsored ads on their products, and they've bought their way to the first page. I don't really wanna 
compete with a lot of people, so I look for low competition. Maybe just one guy up there, or maybe 
just those ads on the side which are not targeted ads. They're relevancy ads.

1:17:26 S3: So I'm looking for low competition on the page, so what I did was I clicked on this first
one here. Now, just looking at this, this isn't probably a search term that is regularly searched for, 
'cause I can't imagine any normal human being would actually put that in the search box, but if I 
look down here: "8 X 10 picture frame matted," that's probably something someone would search 
for, but anyway... Just to show you what I look for on the page. I clicked on that first one. And when
I get to the first page here. It plugs that into the search box. And naturally, there's absolutely no 
sponsor there. Not even on the side. And that's usually a red flag for me. Because even if there's a 
search term that actually has a search volume, like a legitimate search volume, Amazon is at least 
gonna put some relevancy ads up there on the side.

1:18:22 S3: They may not be some targeted ads. You may be, you may get through there. But when 
there is absolutely nothing here, maybe I would test it out, but I wouldn't be expecting much from it.
And it probably would cost me next to nothing to run a promotional campaign on this specific 
search term. But this generally gives you an idea of what I do. This is my process. So I plug it back 
into the Trends tool... Excuse me. So I plug it back into the Trends tool and then I look for low 
competition search terms, based on what I see on Amazon first page. I hope that make sense. 
[chuckle]

1:19:02 BM: Yep.

1:19:04 S3: Okay. It's just a technique I use and it's... Does it work every time? No, but it does work
a lot of times. [chuckle] Okay, so now I'm gonna get in to some exclusive tactics. These are ways to 
build bundles that no one can copy. So the first is promotional companies... Yes. [chuckle] And no 
matter how many people I tell this to, they think it's awesome but no one ever does it. And I'm 
telling you, this is...

1:19:38 BM: And that's [1:19:39] ____, I tell people and they never do it.

1:19:43 S3: Yeah. If you have ever printed a business card, ever, and I'm sure most people have, 
that's how easy you can make your bundles exclusive. I'm gonna give you some really good tips, 
doing that. Guys, this is what I do. So this is... I'm not making this stuff up here. So, there's two 
different types of promotional companies. One is a company like Vistaprint. They're the biggest 
online promotional company. You could print anything there, from business cards, to greeting cards,
to... I don't know, poems on a 8 X 11, or whatever standard stock is. And I'm gonna show you some 
simple products that are actually killing it on Amazon just by doing that. So safeguard, 
gosafeguard.com is a different type of promotional company. They have the largest online catalogue
of any promotional company. They specialize in promotional products that are physical products. So
you could get a logo printed on a wine glass. Or teddy bears, pillows, sheets, you name it. And these
are promotional products, they've already have permission from the manufacturer to put your logo 
on the product. Coffee mugs, you name it. You can do it.

1:21:08 BM: Coffee mugs. Good for me.
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1:21:10 S3: Yeah, absolutely. So yeah, the example of the title that I showed was engagement gifts, 
travel mug. How do you think I got it as an engagement... I marked it as an engagement gift because
the bottom screwed up the bottom of the coffee mug. And I could put a sleeve in there with 
something like... No I'm sorry. Not engagement, retirement. So there was a sleeve I could put in 
there to market some retirement literature on there. That's like, they got that. A company like 
Safeguard, not them but... And there's tons of these companies. Literally just Google your product 
promotional company. It's just like Googling a wholesale company. Just put promotional company. 
There is no hard entry, you don't have to go through these crazy forms. Usually, a company like 
Safeguard will assign your representative. Super easy to work with. They'll do your design for you. 
They'll help you with the packaging, everything. It's great. I mean, promotional companies is just so
easy to use. Okay, so here's an example of a product that sells on Amazon from a promotional 
company. It's a piece of paper, and it's advice and wishes for the Mr. And Mrs. Obviously marketed 
to wedding, bridal, whatever. Right? 

1:22:32 BM: Lance knows that. He just did the Mr. And Mrs.

1:22:35 S3: Yeah.

[laughter]

1:22:36 S?: There you go.

[chuckle]

1:22:39 S3: Right. Okay, so here's a teddy bear, and someone just did a piece of paper and a frame 
with a poem. This is something you could get a promotion... A generic teddy bear. So...

1:22:52 BM: Lance know... He always puts a teddy bear with the chocolate, so yeah, that's his 
bundle...

[laughter]

1:22:58 S3: Let me give you a massive exclusive bundle idea, right now. Go get any stuffed animal:
Dinosaur, Curious George, any one of them. Then go buy a $5 book of the same character. Dinosaur
book, Curious George, whatever. Then go to Vistaprint and print that little business card-sized cards
that says "To and From" and then add a little envelope, okay? And now you have an exclusive 
product. They do that right now. You could spend 10 bucks between the stuffed animal and the 
book. And the card is gonna cost you like 4¢. And you have an exclusive bundle. You could 
probably sell that like 29 bucks. I know this 'cause I do it all the time. And if you find one on 
Amazon, it's probably mine.

1:23:47 S2: And also, Abe, I typed in "stuffed animal" and it look like the ones that came out first 
on the first page were elephants. I wonder if that's a popular stuffed animal.

1:23:58 S3: Yeah, and bundle that with a Dumbo book. [chuckle] And then go... I'm telling you...

1:24:01 BM: Yeah. 'Cause it has to be just... Bundle, yeah. It has to be bundle.
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1:24:04 S3: I'm telling you, just go make a simple to/from card in a little envelope. Little what 
now? 3 X 4 or whatever card, it's a business card size, alright? Put that in your bundle. No one's 
gonna... Unless they go through all those motions they're not gonna copy it.

1:24:23 BM: Nice.

1:24:23 S3: Super simple, super effective, everybody should be doing that like tonight. [chuckle]

1:24:30 BM: That's your go-home tip, guys. And I know we're going a little over, but this is good 
content and we want you to go take action on it.

1:24:37 S3: Okay, so now these are little extra tricks and... But this is just very simple to do. Okay. 
Simple. Another promotional idea, 'Mr. And Mrs'. These are like 10,000 rank in Home & Kitchen. 
These two sell like crazy, cost $2 to get these and they sell, I think, for like 10, 11 bucks. Super 
light-weight, great margins on that thing. Here's another idea, these are just paper placemats. The 
bundling ideas on placemats are just... Just think of something that has to do with... But these are 
paper placemats someone designed very simply at a promotional company. You could do this all 
day long with the placemats and these sell like crazy. Actually, my very first private label was made 
in a promotional company and it's not placemats, but something very similar to it. And it sells really
well. Okay. So this thing, this thing flies off the shelf, this one I can't believe how well this sells and
it's just a simple postcard and they have a whole line of these things, family and love, and 
happiness, and all this other stuff, and they just go and get some simple, generic chain and put it on 
the piece of paper and they sell this thing for like 50 bucks.

[laughter]

1:26:02 S3: And it sells all day long. I actually, a friend of mine...

1:26:05 S2: "Made in the USA," it says too. [chuckle]

1:26:08 S3: A friend of mine went and bought of AliExpress like 100 of those little necklaces for, I 
don't know, less than a dollar each, and then in this... Copied this product and...

1:26:20 BM: And look what it says on the bottom, "Handmade in the USA," that's gonna be 
another big thing, 'cause people are like, "Oh, yeah, it's made in the USA, so yeah, I'm gonna go 
ahead and buy it."

1:26:27 S3: There you go, there you go. Yeah. And it was printed at Vistaprint or something 
[chuckle] like that. It's just too easy. It's funny. Okay. Alright, here's another tip, now this is a brand 
new thing. This is like 10 days old. Not CreateSpace, but the idea I'm gonna get into about 
CreateSpace. Now, this past week and the weekend before, we hosted a live event in Boston; Ryan 
Reger came up and Chris Green came up and he did a presentation on Merch by Amazon and 
CreateSpace, among other things, but just the ideas that came out of the CreateSpace stuff, so when 
he told us about... And I knew... I've heard of it, but never... So CreateSpace is Amazon's print on 
demand paperback book service. So just like Merch by Amazon, but you don't need to wait to get 
in, there's no 'invitation only', you can sign up right now, you can go on there and you could just 
create a book in a Word document, launch it on CreateSpace and you'll have a paperback book.
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1:27:33 S3: Get a simple design to do a cover, whatever, on Fiverr, but you'll have a book. So, 
immediately we heard this tip, and we were like, "Oh, man, we have got to do this. How can we do 
this with bundles? How can we just kill this?" So we're just thinking of ideas, brainstorming ideas 
and we're thinking like, "Okay, board games. How can we do a board game?" So we started doing 
research on Google, and so I Googled 'how to combine board games'. So how to actually take two 
board games, put them together, with new rules and make it into a new game. So right here, 
Riskopoly. So, it's Risk and Monopoly together. Someone wrote a step-by-step on how to do that. 
Clever more 11 ways to combine Christmas and board games. So turn board games into a Christmas
theme, combining multiple games in one, adventure game, whatever. So you can technically go in...

1:28:32 S3: And there's just hundreds of blogs written about, you name it. Find a blog, create a 
blog, don't copy it word for word, but just take the ideas and make a little quick start guide or how-
to guide, or how to put Risk and Monopoly together, and just use the idea but just create a simple 
book on CreateSpace. And then, what you could do, and this was Chris Green's tip, was to take that 
book and actually put it on Amazon and put it on Amazon for like 20 bucks. In your bundle listing 
put it on and say, "Hey, free book, with these board games." But when they go and search for the 
book, they're gonna see it's $20, even though the customer doesn't know there's an eight million 
rank, what that means. No one's gonna buy the book for $20, but it's a perceived value, so they're 
gonna be like, "Wow. I'm getting a free book, a $20 book."

1:29:28 BM: "You actually get a free book with this," yeah.

1:29:30 S3: Yeah [chuckle] exactly, so these are just some of the ideas and it even gets better than 
that. So, here's another one. How to turn kids board games into drinking games. [chuckle] I love this
one. This is just articles of crazy... Any one of these that you could just write a little quick how-to 
guide, six or seven pages of 10 board games that you could turn into adult drinking games or... It's 
just endless, the ideas you can come up with and you could bundle that with the board game. And 
then no one can touch your copyrighted material of a book.

1:30:08 BM: Yeah, because it's your own copyright.

1:30:09 S3: Unless they buy your book and for $20 they can copy your bundle, be my guest on that.
So, just a couple of little tips to go exclusive, the promotion idea's great. This is another one, we're 
actually working on this right now, this is brand new. We're doing this right now with this 
CreateSpace idea.

1:30:33 BM: It's always great to just be on a different level than everyone else's.

1:30:42 S3: That's the thing with me. When I get an idea, not only action but speed, if I don't just 
get after it that minute, I'm not gonna do it. I know you gotta just get the idea out there and just try 
new things and see what works and then refine and build off of that in some way. So yeah, that's 
about all I have for you guys tonight. If it's cool, I just want to mention my Facebook group. I do 
have a small little Facebook group, it's called 'Seller Tradecraft', if anyone's interested you're more 
than welcome on joining the group and we like to share ideas and things like that, and of course you
can ask me any questions about anything you see here.

1:31:26 S2: Yeah. Also Abe, I'm a member of that group and it is, he's not just making that up. It's a
great group. I've been a member for what? Over a year and a half now, Abe.
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1:31:34 S3: Yeah, you were one of the first ones.

[laughter]

1:31:37 S2: This guy's on there and I knew when I met Abe, this guy was something special. So I 
appreciate that you came on and pretty much poured your heart out here for an hour...

[overlapping conversation]

1:31:49 BM: This is a real, and real actionable content; I know people, they had a ton of questions. 
I'm just gonna pull out some of the main questions Abe, and you can answer them. Everything else 
will be in the Facebook group in the Q4 Plan Facebook group. You can go ahead and answer 
questions there.

1:32:08 S3: Sure.

1:32:10 BM: One of the questions was... Someone was asking if you were buying items wholesale. 
You did actually run into that, but I guess they were referring to the Pie Face and all that, do you 
actually hit the wholesalers on that or do you just buy those off the shelves? 

1:32:28 S3: With the Pie Face, I wasn't doing any wholesaling back then, so I was just buying 
everything right off the shelf. You won't find me buying Pie Face right now, but normally I do lean 
more towards wholesale companies this point. Because, as I'm grown and evolved in this bundling 
thing, my method is, is I find a search term, and then, launching bundles is a way for me to test the 
market. So, I'll launch a bundle and I'll refine my search terms and then I'll be like, "Oh wow, really 
doing well in this market. Okay, time to private label." It's a way to test that to lead into private 
label 'cause private label's really where most of my energy is focused on these days.

1:33:18 BM: Excellent, excellent. Another question that I saw came in quite a bit, was a person's 
asking, "What products can you bundle? Can you bundle two different brands? What are the 
guidelines from Amazon as to what products you can actually put together as a bundle? Can you put
a shoe and a book?" Just give general guidelines as to what product you can bundle or your best 
practices in terms of, you stick with same brand, or you stick with something toys and toys, or make
sure that it's just the same things on the listing? 

1:33:53 S3: Okay. So I don't always stick with the same brands. What you wanna do though is, 
when you make your listing, you wanna accurately represent the brand. Two generic items is the 
way to go but, say, you have a brand item and you bundle it with a generic item, you just don't 
wanna say that that second item is that brand item. You might wanna say like, "Such and such item, 
buy this brand and this product." You just don't wanna make it look like the brand owns both 
products, if that makes any sense.

1:34:34 BM: Right, right. And Amazon always makes the point that when you're creating a bundle, 
you want to add value to the customer, so that's the end result. You wanna add value to baking, so 
you wanna put baking tin, and something else with baking... You're adding value by putting these 
together so that's what you need to concentrate on and not try to be deceptive in it and just because 
you wanna toss something in it that's really popular. No. But thanks for answering that. Let me see 
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if I have... And guys, if you got off and back on, the recording will have everything, we'll be able to 
edit it and make sure that everything comes through. And it did go back over the slides so don't 
worry about that, you'll be able to get it. We're just gonna take two more questions and then we will 
have everything all set up. Persons who didn't get a chance to get your question in, we will go ahead
and Abe will answer those questions on the Q4 group, the Q4 sessions group. "Are you bundling in 
polybags, shrink wraps, etcetera?" Dennis had this question earlier.

1:35:40 S3: I use stretch wrap mostly.

1:35:43 BM: Okay. No poly bags? 

1:35:44 S3: Yeah. So, if there's an item in the bundle that is nylon or some sort of fabric, I'll poly 
bag that item and then I'll stretch wrap it together, put my stickers on, send it in.

1:35:58 BM: Excellent, thanks for that. I mean, the stretch wrap, I think, because you have that on 
a roll, you can do more with it. The poly bags, it's different sizes and you're like, "Oh, man I need a 
bigger size poly bag." You have to go and order again. But the stretch wrap you can get in and do 
whatever you need to do. But yeah...

1:36:15 S2: That would definitely be... Especially bundles, 'cause bundles can be awkward 
sometimes. So I like that stretch wrap. Do you have a source that you'd would wanna share for that, 
Abe, for your stretch wrap? 

1:36:26 S3: Yeah, so I buy the 20-inch rolls or 24-inch rolls, I buy them from Amazon, it's duct tape
or something.

1:36:33 S2: Oh cool.

[laughter]

[overlapping conversation]

1:36:36 S3: Duck Brand... Duck Brand, like 17 bucks, so that'll give you the 24 rolls, or 20-inch I 
think they are. And I put that... I actually have that in my office on a bar clamp attached to my desk 
and I just roll it off there and just wrap it up. But I also use a little hand-wrapper and I buy those 
from Harbor Freight, super cheap like seven bucks.

1:37:01 S2: He's all Harbor Freight, man, that's...

1:37:02 BM: Harbor Freight.

[laughter]

1:37:04 S2: He sells stuff on there, he gets everything.

1:37:05 BM: Oh man. Harbor Freight...

1:37:07 S3: They sell great cheap tools and they sell great packing material.
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1:37:11 S2: Uh-huh. And what was the brand on that stretch wrap? I think you said a brand and I 
was so excited I was laughing, I don't think anybody heard.

1:37:17 S3: So, Duck Brand. D-U-C-K.

1:37:19 S2: Duck Brand. Okay cool. D-U-C-K.

1:37:21 BM: Yeah, okay.

1:37:22 S2: Thanks.

1:37:23 BM: Sheila had a great question, she said, "How do you determine pricing with the 
bundle? Is it less than the two products individually or is it more than them individually?" You 
asked us a great question, how do you go ahead and determine the price, 'cause now you find two 
products in there, what do you use to start as a gauge like, "Okay I'm gonna price it here"? 

1:37:44 S3: Okay, so there's really no specific answer to this, I just feel it out. So if I'm taking 
advantage of market demand like during Q4, I just jack the price up. [chuckle]

1:38:00 BM: Right, right.

1:38:00 S3: I mean, there's really nothing special to it, but I'll just make sure I'm getting at least a 
60% ROI on my buy cost, and I'll put it there and see what I get back. If I'm not getting any sales 
drop a little bit, if it's flying off the shelf, you can even raise it just like anything else. But when I'm 
doing it during the year and I'm more specific, so I will find out what the two products cost, and I'll 
either place it... I'll definitely make my margins on it, if I can find the products... I'll search for 
products too that are, like when I use StoreFront Stalker and OAXray, I'll search for products that 
are already profitable and I bundle those, so I'm already getting a margin. And I just put the second 
product together and keep my margin, just add that.

1:39:00 S2: That's a good idea. Yeah, you don't wanna look for a product that's selling for $9 and 
you jack it up to $30. He's looking for products that are already pretty profitable, so he could 
slightly mark those up, so it's not like he's gouging so high.

1:39:15 S3: Yeah, and the other thing too, what I do is, say I'm using a promotional product, a lot of
times I'll put that promotional product by itself on Amazon, just for perceived value. And the other 
thing is that when you do that, you have a private label right there. So you take that product that 
you've built at a promotional company, put that on Amazon by itself...

1:39:38 BM: [chuckle] That's awesome.

1:39:38 S3: That's a private label by accident. [chuckle] But then that also shows perceived value of
that product so someone goes and looks it up, like, "Oh well this is bundled with a $10 product, but 
meanwhile it costs you 50¢."

1:39:52 BM: Right. Excellent. That's a great...
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1:39:52 S2: That's a huge tip...

[overlapping conversation]

[chuckle]

1:39:55 BM: That's a great tip people. You could go out and take action on that one, that's a great 
tip. Go to Vistaprint, do something that's yours, it's creative. Have that listed, it's perceived value, 
the customer's seen it on there for $19.99, $11.99, they're like, "That's a 50¢ product to you." But 
then you bundle that with something else that's really popular, now you're off to the races. Dennis 
asked the question, we're gonna go up to 10:00 o'clock guys, we're gonna take some questions. 
Because of that glitch, we're gonna go right up to 10:00 o'clock, so just keep your questions coming.
"Are you stickering the UPC or MSKU on the bundles?" And I think you went through that process,
but what we'd love to do now is to just break down, when you get that product, you put the two 
together and you use your wrap, your 20-inch or 24-inch wrap that you mentioned earlier, the Duck 
Brand, correct? What are you putting on the outside? You did mention all of that and we're gonna 
give you the PDF and everything, what are you putting on the outside of that package? 

1:40:51 S3: So on the outside I put, "Do not separate," sticker, it's a big orange "Do not separate" 
sticker, I buy those on Amazon, just search for them. And I put the Amazon label. So, I'll wrap them
up, I'll usually put a piece of tape on it, and around on top of that I'll put the "Do not separate," and 
then the Amazon label. So, the UPC is like perceived, you don't actually have to have a printed-out 
UPC code, it's all dialed into your Amazon label with the ASIN and the SKU number, they're all 
dialed into one number. Yeah.

1:41:31 S2: You know what you need? You need to sell a bundling bundle on Amazon for bundling 
sellers, it comes with the, "Do not separate," stickers, all that good stuff.

1:41:38 BM: [chuckle] Everything... All the bundles...

1:41:40 S3: There's tons of people that do that already.

1:41:43 S2: The bundling bundle. [chuckle]

1:41:46 S3: Wasn't it Andy Slamans who started private labeling poly bags? 

1:41:50 S2: Oh yeah, yes. Slamans, polybags...

1:41:51 BM: Yep, yep...

[overlapping conversation]

1:41:52 BM: Because, hey, do we need the poly bags to send [1:41:55] ____? [chuckle] That's 
definitely something that would work.

1:42:01 S3: Yep.

1:42:02 BM: "The Mr and Mrs can cover, could you give us the title and search term for those to 
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give us an example of this lesson?" I'm trying to understand that question from Carl Lee.

1:42:14 S3: Are they talking about the cozies? The Can Cozies? 

1:42:20 BM: Right. Mr And Mrs.

1:42:23 S3: So, you wanna search out that product on a promotional company then just... Is that 
what they were...

1:42:30 BM: No, I guess he's talking about the listing. What would you put in the listing for those? 
And again, it would go back to those trigger words.

1:42:36 S3: How would I construct a title? 

1:42:37 BM: Yeah, yeah. Kind of like your process of constructing a title.

1:42:42 S3: Well, what I would do is I would find similar products, cozies, whatever. I would 
probably see which... I don't know if that was constructed in wedding gifts, or couple's gifts, or 
whatever type of search term that was under but I would do my keyword research. I would find out 
what is that product already ranking for on search terms. I would then collect a number of search 
terms, and I would find the best ones, the ones with the most searches and I would work those into 
my title in a way that makes sense. If you ask me what specific ones I would do, I need to see the 
data first. I need to go gather that.

1:43:30 BM: Excellent. Makes a lot of sense, because that gives you specifics to work off. Here, 
people are already searching for blah. So let me use this.

1:43:37 S3: I don't guess.

1:43:39 BM: No guessing. No guessing game. I love that.

1:43:41 S3: I don't guess. I follow the data, man.

1:43:45 BM: Sam asked, "How many bundles do you create for a bundle test?" What's it like, 
'Okay, I'm gonna try... I'm gonna give them one, two, three, to see which one works best'? How 
many bundles do you create for a bundle test?"

1:43:58 S3: I usually do about five. If I create a new bundle, I usually send in five. If I think it's 
something I get for wholesale and I just know... Sometimes you just know, like, "Okay. I'm just 
gonna destroy this guy. I'm gonna destroy this product. I'll buy more." It depends on what kinda 
capital you have and how confident you are in it. If you have some money to throw around and you 
think you're really confident that it's gonna sell. Now, I would gather that information first, I 
wouldn't just guess on that, but...

1:44:30 BM: Right. No guessing.

1:44:32 S3: Send in five. To get started send in five. Three, send in three. But, Amazon likes to see 
you have a certain amount in stock. If you wanna get some organic sales, Amazon needs to see that 
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you have enough to support the fact that they're gonna put you high up on the page. You've got to 
see some sales, you better get some more in there quick.

1:44:55 BM: That's it. That's it. Cynthia was just mentioning, "What do you use on the ends of your
wrap to keep it from unraveling?", but I'm thinking those are the stretch ones. So, once you pull into
the end, and...

1:45:08 S3: Tape.

1:45:09 BM: Yeah. You just use tape. Okay. Alright. Good.

1:45:10 S3: Tape. Clear packing tape. Done.

1:45:13 BM: Clear packing tape will get you in there.

1:45:15 S3: Don't overthink it.

[laughter]

1:45:17 BM: Yeah. Just do it. [chuckle] We have six minutes guys. Get some questions coming in 
here. We have six minutes. "Do you sell your bundles on other platforms such as eBay?" Great 
question, Laurene. Do you sell your bundles on other platforms? 

1:45:31 S3: I have, but it is more difficult because eBay is kind of picky, I guess, grocery bundles 
do work well sometimes on eBay, I could say that. It's like pick and choose. If it's a big, killer 
bundle and I think that I could do it, I'll do it, but I wouldn't discredit the option. Go for it.

1:46:00 BM: Yeah. You can try it. "Can you bundle restricted brands?" Cassie was asking. 
Restricted brands, can you bundle? I'll jump on that first. If it's restricted, you can't send it in, so I'm
not sure how that would work.

1:46:12 S3: No, I would not. Okay. So, if you are restricted, do not try... I'm gonna tell you this for 
sure, do not try to go around that by bundling it. Amazon will not be happy with that at all.

1:46:26 BM: Excellent, excellent. We'll just give you straight to the point. Play by the rules. 
Always, always, always play by the rules. That's our recommendation. We never say, "Okay, let's try
this little... " Because you don't wanna get your account suspended for that. There's too many 
products out there, too many creative ways, to go get your account suspended. We would never 
even think of doing that. Judy Cockrum has mentioned, "What's the name of the scraping program 
you mentioned?"

1:47:00 S3: So, I mentioned StoreFront Stalker Pro. That'll scrape any Amazon page. And then, I 
use OAXray to scrape and find the products at retail stores, well online stores, retail stores, 
whatever. Like I said, there's also Tactical Arbitrage, which is an OAXray competitor. By all means,
try whichever one you think is best, but I just used OAXray for a long time.

1:47:30 BM: I mean, Storefront Stalker Pro sounds very interesting. It's like you can go and figure 
out, what, in these top stores what's selling and get real data on it. So you're like boom. That's it.
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1:47:39 S3: Yeah. Storefront Stalker will scrape Amazon pages. That'll just download ASIN and 
price for anything, any page on Amazon. Where you find out where to get that product as a store 
that's where you need a store scraping software like OAXray, Tactical Arbitrage.

1:48:00 BM: Okay. "Do you have to use GS1 US barcodes?"

1:48:07 S3: Yes. I'm not the leading expert on barcodes, I buy them from barcodes.com. To be 
honest with you, I bought a 1000 barcodes maybe almost a year ago I would say and I haven't even 
dented it yet. [chuckle] It's like that's a lot of barcodes.

[overlapping conversation]

1:48:28 BM: You can never finish. [chuckle]

1:48:30 S3: [chuckle] Yeah you never do, and I'd never had a problem. Never had a problem, 
launched a bundle just maybe a week and a half ago, did not have a problem.

1:48:39 S2: You know what I always do Abe? I'll be going down the barcode and I'll forget which 
ones I did. I know I should be organized, I'm like, "Alright, I'm just gonna go down to the next 
page, I'll go down to the... " [1:48:48] ____ You got somebody old. [chuckle]

1:48:50 S3: I'm the most disorganized person, I actually just write next to the barcode on this, I 
have it all printed out in this huge stack of paper and I just write, "Okay, I use this product," but I 
never refer back to it, so it's useless.

1:49:03 S2: That's a good idea too, just print it out and then just cross 'em off, that's a great idea.

1:49:08 BM: That makes sense, yeah. And you know what? Larry had a great question, he's asking:
"Do you list your bundles under your own brand name? If so, do you use different brand names for 
different categories?" So how...

1:49:18 S3: No, I... If there's a branded product that I'm bundling up, accurately represent the 
products. Unless it's a private label, I don't create a brand name.

1:49:34 S2: Cool.

1:49:35 BM: Francesca mentioned that she uses a spreadsheet for barcodes. Guys, we're up on the 
top of the hour, thank you so much for joining us. We know we had that little break in here but it's 
great content. I know it was a lot of content but what we want you to do is to just go in, listen to the 
recording, pick out one or two actionable points out of the thousands that he just dropped and just 
go and take action on it because this is something that can set you apart. If you put time and energy 
into creating effective bundles, you don't have to worry about the rest of the bottom and that's what 
everybody worries about. "Oh man, everybody's on the listing now," you just want to get creative. 
And why this webinar took longer than in other webinars is because we wanted to drive this point, 
become creative.

1:50:24 BM: Abe, we want to thank you so much for joining us and the information that he gave 
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here, these are gems, this is something that people keep close to their chest, they don't talk this kind 
of information. So guys, look at this as real bonus content and go out there and take action. Want to 
thank everybody for being on here, Steven in the back making sure everything is all set and all 
ready. Lance, thank you for coming on. Abe, thank you so much for coming on. And thank you 
audience for coming on.

1:50:49 S3: Thank you everybody, my pleasure.

1:50:52 BM: Yeah definitely. Abe will be in the Proven Q4 sessions group to answer your 
questions. And guys remember please, we want you to take action on this content. And again, we 
want to thank you so much for joining us and look forward. We have two more webinars to come 
up, my webinar will be on December 5th and then we'll have Ryan Reger, he'll close it out on 
December 12th...

1:51:11 S2: Ryan Reger. Woo hoo! 

1:51:13 S?: Yeah.

1:51:14 BM: Talking about private label easy way. So we're giving you actionable content beyond 
Q4, stuff that you can work on beyond Q4. Again, thank you so much for joining us and we look 
forward to our next webinar and also we'll talk to you back in the Facebook group. Take care guys, 
good night to you.

1:51:31 S2: Alright guys, thanks guys.

1:51:32 S3: Good night.
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